Abstract: This paper describes how patterns of industrial clustering arise with respect to the size of an initial firm when measured in terms of innovation. Through principles of evolutionary economics, the aim of this paper is to examine the 'birth' of industrial clusters. We take an endogenous and supply-side approach, where firms in a region spawn from incumbents. Technology is qualitatively described using a code set mapped on a cognitive space. Assuming inheritability of networking skills, we seek to model how the size of an initial firm influences future patterns of cluster formation through a model of technical cognition and a mimicking of creativity. It is found that initial firm size has a lasting impact on clustering patterns through its influence on the level of cognitive distance of the underlying agents. The model replicates the stylised facts of entrepreneurial cluster formation.
Introduction
. The traditional paradigm of agglomeration economies expanding on Marshall ( ) and Jacobs ( ) focusses on firms choosing to move or locate alongside similar businesses to benefit from knowledge spillovers, specialized infrastructure and economies of scale. However, more recent models have taken an evolutionary approach to analyzing industrial cluster formation. Specifically, industrial clusters arise as a result of spin-o s from incumbent firms. The geographic clustering of firms of similar industry as a result of entrepreneurial spawning is a well-documented phenomenon. Klepper ( ) sums up three empirical regularities that link entrepreneurial spawning with industrial clusters. First, there is a performance premium of spin-o s starting in the same industry as the parent firm. Entrepreneurs 'inherit' the knowledge and routines of their former workplaces and deploy these attributes to the newly established firm. Second, there is a premium for locating a spin-o in the same region as the parent firm. Entrepreneurs have little incentive to relocate to a new area when they have already established geographically-bounded networks and ties. Finally, the birth of industrial clusters coincides with new technologies and the evolutionary branching of a given industry.
. This paper will adhere to these concepts of inheritance and evolutionary branching and will describe how existing industry structure in a region conditions spawning patterns using a highly-simplified model of technical cognition. To understand the birth of clusters, we seek to explore what role industry structure plays in cluster formation. If industrial clustering patterns are indeed a result of entrepreneurial spawning, then the specific patterns of industrial clusters could arise from the characteristics of the entrepreneurs themselves, which in turn may arise from the industrial environments they have been exposed to. Firms of di erent sizes require di erent skill sets; the resources needed to run a large firm are not necessarily the same as those of a smaller firm. Furthermore, di erent sized firms may attract di erent types of workers; more 'ambitious' workers may wish to seek employment with a larger firm given the long-term promotion prospects they o er. Conversely, smaller firms o er a narrower industrial focus and potentially provide experience with small, newly established firms.
. Empirical studies have examined the link between spin-o s and their parent firms. Smaller firms tend to spawn more o en, however these spin-o s tend to be of lesser quality when measured in profitability or size. Likewise, larger firms tend to spawn less frequently, but spin-o s tend to be of higher quality . Past studies have found . Thus, while defining smaller firms as having a smaller knowledge set, such firms are less likely to grow as they have fewer existing ideas to combine. However, if a smaller firm originated as a spin-o from a large firm, this may not be the case. Such spin-o s may inherit the networking abilities of the parent firm as well as utilizing the parent firm's knowledge set. The founders of such small firms, who typically originate from senior management from the parent firm, facilitate these characteristics. Firms also inherit long-term growth strategies through this manner. Thus, initial market structure has a path-dependent impact on the pattern of industrial spawning.
.
In the following section, we provide a framework that links firms, entrepreneurs and knowledge, thereby exploring the di erences of how incremental and radical innovations arise. We then introduce the model by transferring these concepts to a formal model by introducing the cognitive space and how firms and entrepreneurs, acting as vectors for knowledge and ideas, behave within this space. As a test for validation, we then compare the results of this simulation to the stylised facts of entrepreneurial spawning patterns with respect to the size of the incumbent firm. Finally, we use the model's results as an explanation behind Zipf's law, that is, the constraints of a firm's own knowledge lead to the rank-size distribution of firms observed in the real world. The ultimate section concludes.
A Model of Entrepreneurial Spawning
Firms, entrepreneurs, and knowledge . The relationship between firms and their subsequent spin-o s reflects the characteristics of the firms themselves . Klepper & Sleeper ( ) use the notion that parent firms "give birth" to spin-o s, who in turn inherit a set of traits. In this case these traits may be thought of as knowledge and ideas. In a sense, it is the qualities of a parent that is of relevance to the study of spin-o s. Spin-o s inherit knowledge of their parents' product focus and production routines. However, although o spring do take many of their attributes from their parents, they do have certain characteristics that di erentiate them from their predecessors. To use an evolutionary analogy, the increasing fitness of a species is not only the result of the combinations and recombinations of genetic material, but also a function of new genetic identities in the form of mutations.
.
An assumption of the model in this paper is that these spin-o s are a result of the "Schumpeterian entrepreneur", a rare and radical idea generator who in turn opens a new market landscape. Provided the radical idea is perceived to be profitable (either directly or indirectly), the entrepreneur will leave her firm and establish a new one. Thus, a computational model is useful when analysing industrial clusters as it considers the heterogeneous nature of the initial conditions of market structure. New firms spawn from existing firms when agents happen upon an idea that is perceived as innovative, and this perception of innovativeness is a function of both the profoundness and quality of the new idea. Furthermore, this measure of perception is a function of the actors' existing knowledge set, which is bounded by the entrepreneur's own exposure to ideas already present in her own Weltanschauung, or world-view, which is in turn bounded by her position in the cognitive field. New ideas are therefore products of old ones, a pattern o en seen. Take, for example, the printing press, which did not arise out of 'thin air' but was instead a combination of existing technologies, catalysed by the skill of the inventor. The basic mechanism of the printing press was taken from the existing wine press and the development of oil-based ink. Gutenberg, who had a background as a goldsmith, improved upon existing type-setting technologies while combining these existing technologies. The mechanization of paper manufacture as well as the switch from scrolls to codex provided the motivation of invention. The printing press in turn eased the spread of ideas, leading to the enlightenment, which in turn led to the birth of further new ideas and so on .
. Thus, the innovation potential of a firm is bound by the firm's internal and external knowledge set. Antonelli ( , p. ), expanding on work by Patrucco ( ), maintains that firms must rely on knowledge exploration strategies to innovate in the long-term, and "only when a firm is able to fully coordinate learning and research activities conducted within its boundaries with the relevant sources of external knowledge, both tacit and codified, can new knowledge be successfully generated". However, not all firms are bound by the same knowledge-search curve. Spin-o s traditionally arise from an entrepreneur with a history of experience and/or senior management in another firm (Andersson & Klepper ; Klepper & Sleeper ) . One can assume that such individuals have varying levels of expertise of firm coordination and product knowledge, as well as contrasting sizes of networks and networking ability. This variation in expertise is a function of the entrepreneur's employment history. Entrepreneurs originating from larger firms tend to have larger networks (especially with her former firm), a greater knowledge set of ideas, and grander aspirations of future firm size.
A new idea, if radical enough, could in turn lead to the formation of a new firm; due in part to the entrepreneur's perception of future profits, as well as the failure for the new idea's ability to fit into the parent firm's existing routine and cognitive set. In the context of this model, therefore, new firms are a product of the 'Schumpeterian entrepreneur', a rare and radical idea generator:
"It is the entrepreneur who carries out new combinations, who leads the means of production into new channels" . . . "He also leads in a sense that he draws other producers in his branch a er him. But as they are his competitors, who first reduce and then annihilate his profit, this is, as it were, leadership against one's own will" (Schumpeter , p. ) .
Dahlman et al. (
), Kim ( ) and Lall ( ) outline the sensitivity of local conditions, in terms of the availability of knowledge, on future development possibilities. The current model captures these e ects by means of setting up these local conditions as the model's initial environment. A region with one large firm as an initial condition will thus lead to a market structure radically di erent to one that begins with many small firms, given the heterogeneous and heuristic nature of the actors as outlined above.
The cognitive space .
Real-world analysis is limited due to an immeasurable world. Solé et al. ( ) discuss the di iculties in studying technological change due to the lack of a genome mapping for various designs, as well as the complex nature of how these designs evolved and came into being. Given the level of abstraction in this model, a computational simulation presents a suitable choice as qualitative concepts can be di icult to measure. Thus, we introduce a measurable artificial world that serves as a proxy to understand real-world behaviour. This artificial world is the cognitive space, a concept we use to understand the di erent spawning patterns of small and large firms. To use the definition by Nooteboom et al. ( , p. ) , "Cognition denotes a broad range of mental activity, including proprioception, perception, sense making, categorization, inference, value judgements, emotions, and feelings, which all build upon each other". In the context of this paper, the cognitive space encapsulates this definition by providing a measurable playing ground for actors within the model.
. A summary of the concepts defined in this section may be found in Table . We start the model by assuming one city-sized geographic area, where all firms locate. This eliminates the need to consider geographic proximity in the model, and to focus on cognitive aspects alone. Consider a piece of knowledge, idea or technology, which in this paper will be captured as a ken . A ken is an abstract concept that may be interpreted as 'an element of knowledge'. Although technologies may be represented as a ken (or a combination of kens), not all kens are necessarily technologies. This ken comprises of several characteristics that give the ken its purpose. These characteristics add up to express a ken's phenotype , or its set of observable traits. To simplify, assume that all kens lie in a three-dimensional vector-space, i.e. the cognitive space of the system. The phenotype of ken i may be expressed as:
where p 1i , p 2i and p 3i âĂĽ combine to represent the phenotype of ken k i , which lies in the cognitive space D.
Here, p 1i , p 2i and p 3i are coordinates in the three-dimensional cognitive space. This allows for a measure for which kens qualitatively di er from one another. Thus, the cognitive space coincides with a technological one. The cognitive space is infinite, meaning that there is an unlimited number of phenotypes possible. The cognitive distance, D ij of a pair of kens i and j is the cognition, D, between them and measured in a Euclidian manner. We may view the cognitive distance as the relatedness of two kens, i and j, interpreted by a set of heuristic players, which may include firms and individuals. In Figure , with three kens k a , k b and k c ; D ab < D ac . Therefore, k a and k c are more 'related' to each other, in a cognitive sense, than k a and k b . Nooteboom et al. ( , p. ) interprets cognitive distance as a shared 'interpretation system' where "labor needs to share certain basic perceptions and values to su iciently align their competencies and motives". In this case, cognitive distance measures the di erence between two specific kens, and firms and individuals serve as the vectors for those kens.
.
Whereas the cognitive distance simply measures the level of cognition between two kens, this does not tell us their ability to 'interact'. The emergence of a new ken originates with the interaction of two existing kens, facilitated by the innovative behaviour of firms. This interaction is governed by the cognitive reach of that actor, R i , or the actor's potential 'vision' of ideas and concepts . The specific cognitive reach of each actor in period t is imposed by a general Gompertz probability distribution with a shape parameter of and a scale parameter r:
Thus, the probability of an interaction between kens i and j depends on r. The Gompertz distribution is chosen as it allows for a certain degree of comparatively high cognitive reach up until a certain point, until which it drops o to lower levels of probability . With higher levels of r, the Gompertz distribution becomes 'squeezed' and therefore potential cognitive reach becomes limited to closer kens. Thus, increasing and decreasing r leads to a lower and higher cognitive reach. We assume that actors have a generally good knowledge of similar ideas, but this knowledge falls o dramatically a er a certain point. Therefore, two kens may interact if the following condition is satisfied:
Thus, the cognitive reach of one ken must be greater than or equal to the cognitive distance of the pair. Time in the model is measured in discrete units. In each time period, all kens establish a cognitive reach according to Equation and, if meeting the condition in Equation , establishes a link with one other ken only. Thus, Figure : The Cognitive Space
Concept Definition
Cognitive space A three-dimensional vector space. Each vector, which one may picture as three axes of a graph, measures one of the three elements of phenotype (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ). Ken 'An element of knowledge'. Takes on three unique phenotypes, (p 1i , p 2i , p 3i ), measured in the cognitive space. Cognitive distance The measured cognition between two kens i and j. In terms of the cognitive space, this is the Euclidean distance between i and j (see Figure ) . Thus, if ken i had the phenotype (p 1i , p 2i , p 3i ), and ken j had the phenotype (p 1j , p 2j , p 3j ), then the cognitive distance between the two would be:
Cognitive reach An actor's potential 'vision' of ideas and concepts. In the context of the model, this 'vision' pertains to a given ken, and its ability to search the cognitive space around it. If a ken 'finds' another ken within this search radius, those two kens may interact. . Upon the interaction of two kens, a third ken generates through both a crossover and mutation process. The mutation may be understood as the level of creativity employed during the birth of the third ken. For simplicity as well as to conserve computing power, a crossover (which in a biological framework is simply the recombination of two phenotypes) is the halfway point of two kens. The mutation, which is the deviation from the point of crossover, is a function of the cognitive distance of the two. The mutation process may be seen in Figure . Mutation may be thought of as an accident, or a spurt of creativity.
. The new ken is 'born' and the specific point is a random distance with a probability imposed by a Gompertz distribution with a scale parameter D ij , as seen in Figure and Equation .
We put forward this constraint as any further deviation outside this limit would entail a level of creativity that is outside the influence of the two kens that influence that level.
Rule No. : If two kens, i and j, interact, a third ken is born, and the specific location of the third ken is dictated by a Gompertz distribution with a scale parameter D ij . Schumpeter ( , p. ) describes the underlying mechanics of economic growth as "The spontaneous and discontinuous changes in the channel of the circular flow. . . the producer who as a rule initiates economic change, and consumers are educated by him if necessary. They are, as it were, taught to want new things, or things which di er in some respect or other from those which they have been in the habit of using. . . To produce other things, or the same thing by a di erent method, means to combine these materials and forces di erently". There are five cases Schumpeter ( ) identifies where recombination occurs. This includes the introduction of a new good, the introduction of a new method of production, the opening of a new market, the conquest of a new source of supply or raw material and the carrying out of a reorganization of an industry.
.
Nooteboom et al. (
) details the relationship between cognitive distance and innovation performance; as cognitive distance increases, there is an increase in learning by interaction. A 'stimulus' occurs when people with di erent knowledge sets interact, which in turn consolidates previously diverse knowledge. This only occurs up to a certain point, however. When cognitive distance reaches a certain point, there is an insu icient level of mutual understanding. The relationship between cognitive distance and innovation performance is therefore U-shaped. Actors, seeking to maximize their innovative potential, must therefore find concepts that are su iciently new to them, but not so new as to limit their understanding .
.
Arthur ( ) adds to this assertion that new technologies arise from a Darwinian process, which itself is a process of variation of existing technologies and their subsequent improvement. Furthermore, new technologies are combinations of old ones, even if these new technologies bear little resemblance to the ones they derived from. This is a natural condition. Schumpeter ( ) stresses that any new combination must draw the necessary means of production from old combinations. Furthermore Arthur ( ) cites the example of the turbojet, which was a combination of the magnetron (high power output) and the klystron tube, which are both aspects of two very di erent purposes. Although a solution is sometimes found by systematically seeking out various possibilities, the usual route is o en unsystematic and the discovery is accidental. Returning to the example of the printing press, Koestler ( ) points out that Gutenberg, in the process of seeking the ideal mechanism, first turned to traditional methods he was familiar with, such as printing from wood blocks by means of rubbing and methods for coin-casting, both proving insu icient for means of mass-producing the written word. To solve this problem, Gutenberg had to turn to an entirely di erent kind of skill. He discovered this by chance, by taking part in a wine harvest. The wine press was used as the eventual element for the invention of the printing press. .
The current model does not make any explicit distinction between incremental and radical innovation. Radical innovation has been defined as something that disrupts or redefines a performance or trajectory (Christensen & Bower ), a "radical exploration [that] builds upon distant technology that resides outside the firm", (Rosenkopf & Nerkar , p. ) or something that "serve[s] as the basis of 'future' technologies, products and services" (Ahuja & Morris Lampert , p. ) . Building upon these viewpoints, this paper defines a radical innovation as the result of a new ken that is considerably di erent from the existing technology set. Radical innovation is implicit, an indirectly observable change that causes further changes in the system. Although it is more than possible to define a concrete definition or distinction within the model, such a distinction would be ambiguous as radical innovation takes on a range of unbounded and continuous values. For the purpose of understanding this model, therefore, only an implicit distinction is made.
The model starts with an initial technology set, which is defined as n 0 . The value of n 0 is the only exogenously adjustable parameter in the simulation (the other being global distribution of cognitive reach, dependent on r). Time is discrete, and within each unit of time actors act to produce the next value of n t . As discussed, any two kens may interact if R it ≥ D ij . A new ken is generated only if that ken occupies a previously unoccupied section of the cognitive space. Although the cognitive space is continuous in nature, this is to account for the lack of value of a ken that is too similar to the existing technology set. Thus:
Rule No. : All kens must be unique to a part of the cognitive space. This part has an area equal to one.
Furthermore, there is no measure for the relative quality of new kens, nor is there a fitness landscape. All ideas are 'good kens' and worth pursuing. Figure illustrates the system's behaviour. Given an initial technology set, a radical innovation is born through the interaction of two kens with a relatively large cognitive distance, an extreme mutation, or both, seen in step two. We may consider this ken a radical innovation as its position in the cognitive space is relatively far away from the existing technology set. In time, interaction with the invention born in step two produces a consolidation of the technology set, which are kens that emerge in-between the invention and the rest of the kens. The more radical an innovation, the greater the potential growth of future technology, via means of incremental innovation. The overall e ect is a rapid yet temporary increase in the number of kens because of the radical innovation. We may consider the new kens in step three as incremental innovations as they are new to the system but not 'radical' in the sense that they are already bounded by an existing technology set. The system then enters a steady state until a new radical innovation occurs.
. The result of this behaviour is an S-shaped growth curve, as seen in Figure . For illustrative purposes, take for example Kondratiev waves on the le -hand side of the figure. Radical kens take place at the 'dips', or inflection points. A er this point, spurts of innovation fill the gap that was created by that radical ken. Eventually, this rate of growth levels o when further incremental ken creation consolidates the gap between the new invention and the original technology set. A new spurt of innovation occurs when there is another eventual radical innovation. This process continues until perpetuity. . Schumpeter ( , p. ) expanded on these Kondratiev waves by introducing 'creative destruction', or the "[revolution] of economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one". Furthermore, each wave becomes steeper than the last due to the acceleration of technological advancements. Figure illustrates this. The heights of each successive wave in both the Kondratiev and Schumpeter growth curves are equal, denoted by a value of β. However, as each wave in the Kondratiev growth curve is of equal wavelength (measured by α), in the Schumpeter growth curve, wavelengths successively decrease (with each four measured by relative magnitudes α, γ, δ, and θ, with α > γ > δ > θ). A red dotted line traces the inflection points of both growth curves. In the case of Schumpeter (on the right-hand side), this produces a nonlinear line with an exponential nature. This is in contrast with the Kondratiev (on the le -hand side) with each wavelength being equal to α (producing a linear and straight red dotted line).
Figure illustrates this behaviour by simulating the model at three di erent values for 1/r; . , . and . . The simulation is run times for each of these three parameters. All three give the same S-shaped behaviour of technological growth. The increasing rate of growth is a result of the ever-increasing horizon of the technology set. New kens, and especially radical ones, are born most o en on the periphery. If this periphery becomes ever-larger, because of the increased number of existing kens on that periphery, the number of potential new kens in the next time period increases. The inflection points of these curves (and thus the probability of invention), however, are less frequent with smaller levels of 1/r. As the cognitive reach of kens increase, so does the technology set's growth potential. Increasing 1/r further will eventually lead to a 'super-Malthusian' growth rate, or a finite-time singularity described by Solé et al. ( ). Increasing the potential cognitive reach of kens through 1/r therefore accelerates the advancement of knowledge. Furthermore, the variance of the accumulation of knowledge increases at higher levels of 1/r. Lower levels of 1/r (such as when it is set to . ) o en fail to produce significant knowledge growth. Biggiero & Valente ( ) using Kau man's ( ; ; ) NK model, also reach this conclusion, i.e. a lack of initial knowledge heterogeneity (which may be also understood as quantity in the current model) hinders knowledge growth in industrial clusters.
This model does not consider the redundancy of old technology, as it is generally assumed that the kens of redundant technology is ever-present and drawn upon by future kens. As time goes on, older kens have less use as a factor for new kens as they become confined deeper into the interior. New combinations make old ones redundant only in the sense that older technologies are not used as frequently as the new.
. Figure is largely consistent with our understanding of how ideas evolve. Arts & Veugelers ( ) expands on anecdotal evidence and use patent data to study innovation in biotechnology. For each patented invention, they were able to identify the search process of previous patents that led to the invention's design. It was found that new technologies were a result of recombining and revising familiar technologies. However, recombining more familiar technologies typically do not produce novel breakthroughs. Bigger breakthroughs require a deeper technological understanding. The exponential nature of technological growth is due to the ever-increasing periphery of the stock of kens.
The technological growth rates in

Spin-o conditions
. Spin-o s in this model are multi-generational, i.e. a spin-o in one time period may serve as a parent firm in a later time period. The decision to spin-o is a function of the entrepreneur's own knowledge set of kens, which may come from her own firm or others. The entrepreneur's knowledge set, which varies from entrepreneur to entrepreneur, limits her perceived degree of ingenuity of a new idea. Of course, this is a simplification, as one may discover ideas in organizations that are not firms (e.g. family, friends, unions, clubs, etc.). People tend to belong to multiple types of organization at the same time. Indeed, multiple membership is arguably an important property of social systems; allowing ideas, competencies and skills to transcend (Biggiero ) . This paper, however, does not reject the idea of multiple membership of many types of organization , although the model does not deal with it explicitly. Actors draw on at least one ken from their own organization. We use 'firms' to simplify our discussion. This does not imply that the vectors of ideas do not belong to other types of organization, and it also does not imply that they only seek out new combinations of knowledge directly from other firms. They may arrive at this point via other channels. What the model shows is simply how cognitively proximate two kens are.
.
A number of empirical studies examine the entrepreneur's decision to leave an incumbent firm and establish a spin-o . Hvide ( ) used Norwegian data to analyse a model of interaction between the decision to become an entrepreneur and the employer's motivation to keep the best ideas with the firm. Because larger firms have less information regarding employee quality, wages become less flexible. Therefore, higher quality workers are more likely to leave the firm and establish a start-up. Garvin ( ) refers to employees leaving parent firms out of a result of becoming frustrated with their employers. However, this frustration is due to an idea being rejected. Klepper ( ), found that there was evidence with this frustration in the automotive industry as management tends to be constrained in recognizing employees with higher talent. ) were only able to account for one-fi h of entrepreneurial spawning as a result of increased bureaucracy. Other studies focus on firm-level events to explain the frequency of spin-o rates. Brittain & Freeman ( ) argue that in the semiconductor industry, firms that were acquired by non-semiconductor firms or those that hired a CEO from outside of the firm were more likely to spawn new firms. Klepper & Sleeper ( ), in their study of the laser industry, found that the probability of firm spawning was related not only to the parent firm's total experience in producing lasers, but also to the parent's focus of producing a particular type laser, and not its general experience. Thus, spino s were a seen to be a function of not only their parents' total knowledge of laser production, but also their targeted knowledge. Brittain & Freeman ( ) assume that firms that do not have a primary focus o en rotate their employees across di erent business sectors, which in turn limits their access to the industrial knowledge needed by a prospective entrepreneur. There may also be a self-sorting mechanism with regard to larger firms; ambitious individuals may have a tendency to choose bigger firms at the start of their careers.
The remaining question concerns how the distribution of knowledge and ideas is linked to the spin-o decision of the entrepreneur. The aforementioned empirical studies rely on observable characteristics of the incumbent firm in relation to the entrepreneur. The next step is to link these observations and apply it to the branching process of product innovation as outlined by Frenken & Boschma ( ). Up until this point we have built a model that addresses the dynamics of technological growth. Now let us use this framework to address firmlevel behaviour and the decision to spin-o . We design this part of the model to take into account the empirical observations discussed above. Equation defined the cognitive reach between two kens. This was conditional on a pre-set condition defined as r, the scale parameter of the Gompertz probability distribution. We can expand on this by making r an endogenous condition, determined by the size of a firm. Thus:
a , for the first firm, a > 1 log 10 L p , for all subsequent firms (at time of spino ) ( )
Where L p is the size of the parent firm and a is an exogenously given constant greater than one. This inheritance process assumes that those in control of a new firm inherit the cognitive scope or 'vision' of the firm she was employed at previously. If this firm is large, the larger cognitive reach of that larger firm reflects the need to 'know' about the greater variety of various designs, processes and routines. Smaller firms (if they are de novo) have a naturally smaller 1/r due to the lack of need, i.e. a smaller scope or 'vision' is required for the management of a smaller quantity of kens. Furthermore, a spin-o takes a value of 1/r that is a function of the size of her parent firm. This is because the entrepreneur brings with her the routines and skills that are applicable for the parent firm. This was verified by Agarwal et al. ( ), who found that an incumbent's capabilities at the time of spin-o positively a ect the entrant's knowledge capabilities. 
One condition governs the possibility of a new ken leading to an entrepreneurial spin-o ; the Schumpeterian condition. This condition must hold true for a spin-o to occur. As shown in Figure , the Schumpeterian condition describes how radical a new ken must be to spawn as a new firm. This condition is satisfied for a new ken with the phenotype {p k1 , p k2 , p k3 } by:
where, for the parent firm of ken i, σ iw is the standard deviations of p i1 , p i2 and p i3 ; and µ iw the respective means. The Schumpeterian multiplier, S, dictates how extreme a new ken needs to be to be considered as an 'outlier' of the parent firm's existing knowledge set. The relative threshold for spin-o s di ers from firm-tofirm, and depends not only on S but also the scope, focus and size of the parent firm when measured in terms of number of kens, captured by the standard deviational ellipse in Equation .
. Furthermore, the spin-o also inherits the Schumpeterian multiplier from the parent firm, which is again dependent on the size of the parent firm (measured in kens). Formally: S = log 10 n 0 , for the first firm log 10 L p , for all subsequent firms (at time of spino ) ( )
The Schumpeterian multiplier may also be thought of as the degree to which new ideas fit in to the existing firm. Following from Cassiman & Ueda ( ), exceeding this multiplier is e ectively an incentive for an entrepreneur to leave the parent firm and establish a start-up. This is the degree to which an entrepreneur views a new idea as radical. The entrepreneur, the parent firm, or both, may have a 'sense' of this multiplier. These are passed down from firm-to-firm as an entrepreneur, if her firm is not de novo, is assumed to come with the experience of managing a large firm. A de novo small firm would have a smaller Schumpeterian multiplier as the management required would need to only be adept at managing a smaller scope. The relationship between de novo firm size and its future potential for growth is transformative; the larger the firm, the standard deviational ellipse of that firm increases disproportionally. However, given that spin-o s (and specifically, the founders of spin-o s) inherit a sense of scope from their parent firm, the Schumpeterian multiplier carries through as a function of the size of the parent firm at the time of spin-o , just as in the case of r .
Rule No. : All firms 'inherit' S that is a function of the size of their parent firms.
So far, kens interact per their cognitive reach as shown in Equation .
However, interaction is not limited to this property. It is also assumed that a firm, if it is a spin-o firm, may also be able to interact with kens belonging to its parent firm (illustrated in Figure ) , and with equal probability . An entrepreneur is assumed to have a good level of knowledge about the products and processes of the firm she was employed at previously. This Figure : Knowledge search space.
follows from Klepper ( ) in that hereditary issues may lead to clustering of firms. Furthermore, we take the view that larger firms require unique skills for coordination e orts, and this transpires into a higher networking ability of the entrepreneur, as well as an increased search space.
Rule No. : In addition to their own cognitive reach, a ken's knowledge search space also includes the parent firm's knowledge set .
.
We may also interpret spin-o behaviour (encapsulated by the Schumpeterian multiplier) from the perspective of Henderson & Clark ( ), who define two types of knowledge: component knowledge and architectural knowledge. While the former concerns the 'pieces' of a technology, the latter is how these pieces are put together. Incremental innovations, which are much more common, involve the advancement of component knowledge. This is due to two principles: the 'dominant design' of a technology and the restriction of a firm's information channels to that dominant design . Once an industry accepts a dominant design, information channels within the firm adhere to it, producing a 'lock-in' of evolution of a given product group. Established firms tend to limit themselves to improvements in component knowledge due to these information channel restrictions. Advancements in architectural knowledge, on the other hand, produce radical breakthroughs. These prisons of information flow do not restrict newly established firms and are therefore free from making a costly transition to new system of thinking, and enjoy a relative tabula rasa in cognition, routines and processes.
A summary of the model may be seen in Figure . The simulation outlined above takes into account concepts of inheritance, interaction (bound by cognitive constraints), as well as a spawning process when new firms arise. The spawning process itself has its own constraints that are brought about through earlier mechanisms. What results is a system where past firm size (measured in terms of kens) influences the present and future size of a firm via a path dependent process. To summarise, one sets up the simulation by first setting the size of the initial firm, n 0 , measured in kens (which in turn attain 1/r and S per Equations and ). The simulation then begins its first time period, with kens interacting with one another according to Equations and . New kens then come into existence via a crossover and mutation process as shown in Equation and Figure . Then, new firms may or may not come into being as stated in Equation .
Depending again on Equations and , new kens attain their scale parameters and Schumpeterian multipliers. This marks the end of the time period, a er which the process starts again with the interaction phase in the second time period. This 'loop' continues indefinitely or for a stipulated number of time periods predefined by the user of the simulation.
. A snapshot of the simulation may be seen in Figure . Spin-o s o en occur on the periphery of the parent firm's existing knowledge set. This may or may not hinder the future growth performance of the parent firm, as it depends entirely on the parent firm's attributes, i.e. its cognitive reach, Schumpeterian multiplier and current size. In this framework, firms do not 'fail'. In many cases, however, when spawning does occur, older firms may have a growth rate that approaches zero due to multiple spin-o s forming on the periphery of the parent firm's knowledge set, which can e ectively 'crowd out' growth of the parent firm. Indeed, this has been 
Results and Discussion
. The simulation models the firm as an entity of knowledge. We propose that it is knowledge that is both the enabler and constraint of firm growth. To illustrate this, we bridge the gap between the simulation and the findings of empirical work by comparing the model to stylised facts. The purpose of this is two-fold. First, this acts as a verifier to the simulation. Second, this gives the simulation, which in itself is based on a highly abstract view of knowledge and cognition, some degree of explanatory power behind spin-o patterns by taking into account qualities that are di icult to measure in the real world. . Within the simulation, the growth curves of individual firms typically display an initial spurt of growth followed by a levelling o to a rate of zero. The presence of other firms exacerbates the limits of firm growth, which, if bordering the periphery, are likely spawns of the declining firm.
. Therefore, it is common to observe that the majority of spawning occurs toward the beginning of a simulation, before the initial incumbent firm is at a size that erodes the possibility of new firms. Klepper & Sleeper ( ), in their study of the laser industry, found that spin-o s were more likely at the middle-age of the parent firm. In the simulation, firms exist into perpetuity, so there is no real definition of a firm's 'middle-age'. The initial firm is exogenously given, with no indication of its age. However, Klepper & Sleeper ( ) propose that a change in the kind of information generated a ects spawning times, which in turn compromises the knowledge available for employees to exploit. The first spawn, if any, usually occurs during the early stages of the simulation. The exogenously set constant, a, is responsible for this pattern. The larger the size of the initial firm, the later in the simulation the first spawn occurs. This may be seen in Figure , which When measured per ken, we obtain a negative relationship between initial firm size and the number of spin-o s (Figure ) . When measured in terms of kens, the size of the initial firm provides a constraint on the size of any potential future firm (Figure ) .
Quality of spawns
Zipf's law
Irrespective of how one defines firm size, the ranksize distribution of firms follows a Zipf distribution with a coe icient close or equal to one (Axtell ; Stanley et al.
; Amaral et al. , ) .
All simulations lead to a Zipf distribution irrespective of initial firm size. Zipf's law is observed for a unique and consecutive subset of n 0 parameters (Table ) . Table : Summary of key concepts ). Klepper ( ) found that, when measured by longevity, peak market share, early entry, and product quality and scope; better performing firms have higher rates of entrepreneurial spawning. When measured in terms of the number of spin-o s per employee, the rate of entrepreneurial spawning is higher for smaller firms. Gompers et al. ( ) found that firms that had an employment range of employees or less (the lowest category) displayed a considerably higher rate of entrepreneurial spawning, at least four times that of any other category. Thus, the more likely incubators for entrepreneurs may well be that of other small, entrepreneurial firms, a setting where employees acquire the knowledge and skills needed to start a new establishment. All of these studies use variables that are largely observable. The model predicts spawning patterns according these stylised facts, and these may be seen in Figure , which illustrates the number of firms at t = with respect to the size of the initial firm, as well as the size of each firm with respect to the initial size of the initial firm (in Figure ) . This builds upon the aforementioned empirical studies (Andersson & Klepper ; Hvide ; Gompers et al. of old ones. One firm, with an initially large size, will produce few firms, but these firms are large and similar in size to the original. A small firm will o en lead to many smaller ones.
.
With very large firm sizes, the likelihood of a spin-o diminishes with a 'monopoly e ect'; the initial firm, along with its Schumpeterian multiplier, becomes too large to make spawning behaviour likely as the firm internalizes all innovation. For very small firms, that is, with a technology set of less than , spin-o s are also less likely due to the cognitive reach of kens being too small to produce any new kens. The overall trend is one that is sub-exponential, but with greater variation as initial firm size increases. The variation is due to the presence of other firms, and the exponential shape is a result of the Schumpeterian growth of the entire system as illustrated earlier in Figures and . Figure , the number of spawns per ken falls as the size of the parent firm increases. Two overlaid fitted polynomial predicted lines illustrate this relationship; a blue fitted line (which considers all observations) and a red fitted line (which excludes the first observations). The blue fitted line reflects a relatively low cognitive reach with respect to the Schumpeterian multiplier for small initial firm sizes. A er that threshold, the reverse is true. Spin-o frequency is therefore a function of the relationship between r and the Schumpeterian multiplier. The red line illustrates this post-threshold relationship. Aghion et al. ( ) found a similar relationship with respect to competition and innovation. At very low and very high levels of product market competition, innovation is constrained, whereas at intermediate levels a Schumpeterian e ect dominates. 
As seen in
Initial firm size
. *
All coe icients significant at the % level * Reject at the % level of significance. Exhibits Zipf's law. , ) observe that when plotting the log of the firm's size against its rank , the outcome is a linear distribution with a slope close to one. In other words, the n th largest firm is 1/n the size of the largest firm. This distribution is una ected by mergers and acquisitions, firm entry and exit, as well as largescale demographic transitions and technological change (Axtell ) . To test this observation on our simulation results, we perform a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation to fit a Zipf distribution, which may be seen in Table , which shows the estimates obtained at varying levels of n 0 . Irrespective of the setting, we obtain a Zipf distribution with statistically significant ML estimates. Zipf's law, however, applies when such ML estimates (i.e. the coe icient β) are equal to one. Within the context of the simulation, this occurs at initial firm sizes that are relatively small (but not too small), ranging from n 0 = to n 0 = .
.
When observed in various social phenomena, a unifying explanation behind Zipf's law is not clear. When graphing the relationship between word frequencies with respect to their size, Zipf ( ) proposed the principle of least e ort, i.e. speakers and hearers of a given language will not work any harder than necessary to reach an understanding of that language. ZipfâĂŹs law has also been found in the rank-size distribution of webpages, explained by website growth rates, caching and networks (Adamic & Huberman ) . With regard to cities, Simon ( ) found that those in the upper tail follow similar growth processes. Furthermore, shocks (such as regional shocks or municipal policy shocks) stop declining with size, a er a certain size (Gabaix ) . Thus, Zipf's law arises through the adjustment of organizational patterns through a system of positive and negative feedback loops (Stanley et al. ) .
. Axtell ( ) found that, with regard to firm sizes, the shape of such power law distributions, such as Zipf's law, is independent on how size is defined. Thus, following from Stanley et al. ( ) and Brown & Medo ( ), there are limits on firm dynamics. Firm growth rates follow a Laplace distribution, and the standard deviation in those growth rates decrease with respect to initial firm size according to a power law. Additionally, larger firms pay higher wages for the same job according to yet another power law (Axtell , p. ) . In the context of the simulation in this paper, these constraints are knowledge. Penrose ( ) found that (given the conditions of equilibrium analysis), there must be something to prevent the indefinite expansion of the firm.
Penrose ( ) identifies two constraints. The first of these is the ability to manage complexity. At some point, a firm may become "too big to be e iciently handled" (Penrose , p. ) . In the context of our simulation, the Schumpeterian multiplier accounts for both the incentive for an entrepreneur to leave an incumbent firm (and establish a new one) as well as the degree to which a certain new idea fits in with the incumbent firm. Managing an ever increasing complexity of knowledge becomes burdensome for all firms at some point (even though larger firms may have a relatively easier constraint due to their larger multipliers). Penrose's second constraint is that of knowledge itself. A firm can only grow as fast as its own knowledge, both within and beyond the firm. In the simulation, actors have a degree of 'vision' which they obtain through a system of constrained inheritance. Furthermore, new ideas are only ever a product of existing ideas. Thus, as knowledge is a product of an evolutionary process, a firm is constrained by that evolutionary process. This may serve as an explanation of Zipf's law in our simulation.
. Table shows that the coe icient of Zipf's distribution is not linear with respect to initial firm size. Thus, in the context of the model, Zipf's law is an emergent phenomena that comes about when initial firm size is within a subset of initial conditions. This emergent property is when the initial firm size gives rise to a given number of firms via set of inherited parameters. Bridging this observation into the real world, we can make two points. First, there is perhaps an 'ideal' de novo firm size, measured in terms of its knowledge set, which is sustainable. Second, and more fundamentally, the constraints brought about by human cognition constrict the initial conditions available. These initial conditions, which in turn influence future firm sizes through path dependence, are based upon actors' understanding of the knowledge landscape around them. Physical and social technologies that change this level of cognitive reach (and hence alter the equation set out in ), may in turn alter the conditions in which Zipf's law emerges. Indeed, Axtell ( ) found that although Zipf's law remained constant throughout the years of study, the average size of firms did not. Technology alone may therefore have an impact on firm size, but not firm-size distribution, which is dependent on the cognitive abilities of actors.
Conclusion
. The computational simulation in this paper, although artificial in the strictest sense, may have real-world implications for analyzing the comparative statics of various geographical regions. In other words, can we explain technological diversity between regions by the size of initial firm? Klepper ( ) found that, for the automobile cluster of Detroit, the geographic concentration of industry is the result of four early successful entrants, and subsequent spin-o s were a function of disagreements with the parent firms' existing R& D strategies. Thus, given the assumptions and mechanisms of the above simulation, predictions of regional evolution could be made based on the region's current market structure. Regions with few, larger firms could have a significantly di erent path-dependent fate compared with a region of many smaller firms (but within the same industry). If units of knowledge (or kens) can proxy for firm size, this model has replicated the empirical regularities of previous studies. Further research could explore this question by expanding the model to include multiple (and industrially dissimilar) firms as an initial condition.
.
The findings of this paper add to the argument put forward by Klepper ( ), in that the superior performance of firms in a geographical area is due to the higher quality of spin-o s and not any specific geographic attributes. This paper does not address geographic distance, and assumes that all firms are located within the same geographic area. The paper does, however, highlight the role of cognitive distance in its role in the performance of firms. The performance of spin-o s is a function of the cognitive properties that pertain to them. Furthermore, inexperienced firms that choose to locate within a cluster tend to perform better than those who do not. Although this paper does not address these type of firms, it may be argued that this is a result of knowledge spillovers. However, this would also mean that such inexperienced de novo firms would have a disadvantage compared to spin-o s in a region as they lack the advantage of preferential knowledge of the parent firmâĂŹs idea set. This ties-in with Andersson & Klepper (
), who found that pulled spin-o s in the same sector as their parents have a lower hazard rate of survival compared to other types of spin-o s.
The model has potential to be extended in a number of ways. One of these could be the 'death' of firms. However, considering the possibility of takeovers and sell-o s, the patents and ideas present in a defunct firm would be transferred to a new one, and this would e ectively change the dynamics of the cognitive understanding of various technology sets on the firm-level. Another issue is the potential e ects that result from closed firms. If a firm dies, its employees may have to become 'forced entrepreneurs', e ectively rescuing their specialized skills by establishing a firm similar to the defunct one. This mechanism is not captured by this paper's interpretation of entrepreneurship and the cognitive consequences are likely to be similar to the merger and acquisition scenario.
. This paper described the e ects of initial firm size on industrial clustering patterns using a highly simplified model of technical cognition. An initially large firm gives rise to fewer, but larger, spin-o s when measured in terms of their produced knowledge set. Conversely, smaller initial firms, over a certain threshold, tend to spawn fewer firms and of smaller size. If firm size, measured in terms of the number of generated ideas, could proxy for profits, employee size or market share, the model confirms empirical regularities. Specific patterns of industrial clustering are a result of the characteristics of entrepreneurs themselves, modelled through the di erences in their cognitive reach, and these di erences are endowed through a process of inheritance.
. In sum, this paper has modelled clustering patterns via a process of recombinant innovation. The di icultly in measuring or defining a firm's set of ideas is rectified due to the model's level of abstraction. Altering and extending the rules of this model may hopefully provide a basis for future work in evolutionary economic geography.
Notes
Specifically, this paper examines pulled spin-o s, in which an employee leaves an incumbent firm to establish a new venture, while the incumbent firm may or may not continue to operate. Other factors are of course fundamental. These can include those that are external to firms and their spino s (i.e. industry structure and profitability, access to credit and availability of skills) as well as internal (i.e. career paths, incentive mechanisms and organizational identity). Indeed, Schumpeter ( ) stressed the role of credit in the business cycle and as a critical conduit for the entrepreneurial process. These factors are empirical facts. A er empirically controlling for these factors, authors such as Klepper ( , , ) and Klepper & Sleeper ( ) found that what is le over is an implied inheritance process of knowledge, skills and routines. The simulation in this paper aims to fill that void.
It should be noted, however, that the benefits of the printing press were only felt on the scale of cities. Dittmar ( ), using aggregate productivity and per capita income as measures of surplus, found that the gains from books were initially only found in printing cities. Only upon the introduction of mass-transportation techniques centuries later were the benefits felt world-wide. This patter was similar to the rise of the use of computers and the Internet, the mass benefits of which were only felt until the mid-'s.
Ken is the Scots English word for "to know, perceive or understand", "a piece of knowledge" or "the scope or bounds of one's understanding" (Dictionary of the Scots Language ). This is not to be confused with the so-called 'kene' as defined by Gilbert ( ), a portmanteau of 'knowledge' and 'gene', which is defined as the entire knowledge base of a firm.
In this paper, we frequently use biological analogies to describe certain abstract concepts. However, one needs to bear in mind that such analogies do not (and should not) extend to social systems as a whole. Social systems do not display the same properties as biological ones. This includes the presence of multiple membership ) showed that firms (either composed of such actors, or as the actors themselves) are not closed systems as they are constantly searching for e icient resources, and these resources may include knowledge.
The cognitive reach may be illustrated using the distribution's quantile function, where u is a random draw of any real number less than , i.e. F 1 (u) = r ln[1 − ln(1 − u)], u ∈ [0, 1) This is modelled on Hirsch ( ), who showed that, given groups of neurons that are physically similar but with bell-shaped distributed activation thresholds, the resulting network group of neurons will have a sigmoidal distribution of activation thresholds. This paper takes the moderate constructivist epistemology (Biggiero ) that knowledge may be both reified meta-information, i.e. an 'object', as well as an emergent property of a network. While the former may be 'possession', the latter is viewed as 'practice'. In the case of the latter, and in the context of the current model, an unseen and undefined network is implied. Imagine the cognitive space as a geographical one, containing a series of road networks. Firms (or kens) that are cognitively proximate to one another are connected via shorter roads. However, that does not necessarily mean that two firms (or kens) can easily connect. That depends on the e ectiveness of transportation (or, to break away from this geographic analogy, their cognitive reach).
A description of these first appeared in English by Kondratie ( ), although Kondratie 's original concept originated some decades earlier.
Author's own interpretation, using Kondratie ( ) and Schumpeter ( ).
There are no borders within the cognitive space, and firms do not imply borders either. Multiple membership of organizations may exist everywhere and nowhere. There is nothing that implies it does not, and there is nothing to imply that it does. Moreover, an idea-generating institution does not have to be a profit-producing organization but also does not even have to be an organization. We can view this model in terms of, for example, music genres coupled with mathematics, even though music theory has no axiomatic foundation in modern mathematics. Thus, it is important to use an abstract mindset when thinking about this model. For a less abstract approach that uses real data in a knowledge space, see Biggiero & Basevi ( ) and Biggiero & Angelini ( ) for research that deals explicitly with R& D collaboration networks.
This constant may be thought of as a 'damper' that reflects the lack of competition pressures and the de novo nature of the employees, i.e. the lack of experience from previous firms. The significance of this constant becomes important during the model's run as it increases the probability of the first firm producing a spawn.
Again, for simplicity, we illustrate using a two-dimensional cognitive space Both 1/r and S follow the same principles, as seen in Equations and . However, unlike , there is no 'damper' a. We can assume that cognitive reach and the Schumpeterian multiplier behave di erently in this respect. While we can envisage a lack of experience (due to being a de novo firm) may impact the search behaviour of actors, there is little reason to suspect that there would be a similar damper on the incentives of entrepreneurs (as well as the incentives of incumbent firms). This is why a only appears in Equation , and not Equation .
Consider ken i, which is part of the knowledge set of a spin-o firm. Before the crossover and mutation process, ken i links up with another ken that may belong to one of two sets. The first set is comprised of all kens in the spin-o 's parent firm. The second set is comprised of all kens in i's search area as dictated by Equation .
In any given discrete time period, ken i may link up with kens in either set with equal probability.
A firm does not inherit the parent firm's knowledge base, but has the means to search it, and only through one of its own kens. There is an implicit assumption that spin-o s are connected to their parent firms via a network of sorts. Compared with other firms, there is a better sense of familiarity with the parent firm. Maintained connections, as well as past immersive experience with the parent firm provides this familiarity. The kens of the parent firm act as 'library' that the spin-o 's kens may use. This is an expansion on the work by Nelson & Winter ( ) 
